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Abstract Data scientists spend the majority of their time on preparing data
for analysis. One of the first steps in this preparation phase is to load the
data from the raw storage format. Comma-separated value (CSV) files are a
popular format for tabular data due to their simplicity and ostensible ease of
use. However, formatting standards for CSV files are not followed consistently,
so each file requires manual inspection and potentially repair before the data
can be loaded, an enormous waste of human effort for a task that should be
one of the simplest parts of data science. The first and most essential step in
retrieving data from CSV files is deciding on the dialect of the file, such as
the cell delimiter and quote character. Existing dialect detection approaches
are few and non-robust. In this paper, we propose a dialect detection method
based on a novel measure of data consistency of parsed data files. Our method
achieves 97% overall accuracy on a large corpus of real-world CSV files and
improves the accuracy on messy CSV files by almost 22% compared to existing
approaches, including those in the Python standard library. Our measure of
data consistency is not specific to the data parsing problem, and has potential
for more general applicability.
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CSV is a textbook example of how not to design a textual file format.
— The Art of Unix Programming, Raymond (2003).
1 Introduction
The goal of data science is to extract valuable knowledge from data through
the use of machine learning and statistical analysis. Increasingly however, it
has become clear that in reality data scientists spent up to 80% of their time
on importing, organizing, cleaning, and wrangling their data in preparation
for the analysis (Dasu and Johnson, 2003; Lohr, 2014; Kandel et al., 2011;
Crowdflower, 2016; Kaggle, 2017). Collectively this represents an enormous
amount of time, money, and talent. As the role of data science is expected to
only increase in the future, it is important that the mundane tasks of data
wrangling are automated as much as possible. One reason that data scientists
spent so much time on data wrangling issues is due to what has been called
the double Anna Karenina principle of data wrangling: “every messy dataset
is messy in its own way, and every clean dataset is also clean in its own way”
(Sutton et al., 2018).1 Because of the wide variety of data quality issues and
data formats that exist (“messy in its own way”), it is difficult to re-use data
wrangling scripts and tools, perhaps explaining the manual effort required in
data wrangling.
This problem can be observed even in the earliest and what might be
considered the simplest stages of the data wrangling process, that of loading
and parsing the data in the first place. In this work, we focus on commaseparated value (CSV) files, which despite their deceptively simple nature,
pose a rich source of formatting variability that frustrates data parsing.2 CSV
files are ubiquitous as a format for sharing tabular data on the web: government
data repositories often present their data in CSV format,3 and based on our
data collection we conservatively estimate that GitHub.com alone contains
over 19 million CSV files. Advantages of CSV files include their simplicity,
portability, and potential to be tracked in version control.
However, despite some standardization effort (RFC 4180; Shafranovich,
2005) a wide variety of subtly incompatible variations of CSV files exist, including the 34 different formats among the CSV files in our data. For example,
we observe that values can be separated by commas, semicolons, spaces, tabs,
or any other character, and can be surrounded by quotation marks or apostrophes to guard against delimiter collision or for no reason at all. Figure 1
illustrates a few of the problems that real-world CSV files exhibit and is based
on files encountered in this study. Figure 1(a) illustrates a normal CSV file that
uses comma as the delimiter and has both empty and quoted cells. Figure 1(b)
1

This is related to the principle of the fragility of good things (Arnold, 2003).
While we use the term CSV file throughout, our discussion and our proposed method
applies directly to tab-separated value (TSV) and delimiter -separated value (DSV) files, as
well as .dat and .txt files that are effectively CSV files but use a different file extension.
3 Mitlöhner et al. (2016) survey 200,000 CSV files from open government data portals.
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functions,,:stop,"a[u:stop,i]"
functions,,:stop,a[u:stop:b]
hotshot,,:lineno,"ncalls tottime"
httplib,,:port,host:port
imaplib,,:MM,"DD-MM-YY"

(a)
"www.google.com,search,02/02/15"
"www.yahoo.com,search,02/02/15"
"www.bing.com,search,03/02/15"
"altavista.com,search,03/02/15"
"askjeeves.com,search,03/06/15"

(c)
Mango; £365,14; £1692,64
Apple; £2568,62; £1183,78
Lemon; £51,65; £685,67
Orange; £1760,75; £128,14
Maple; £880,86; £323,43

(e)

3

~437~^~a~^~Approve~^~3~^~13482~
~688~^~b~^~Jellyfish~^~1~^~12880~
~498~^~c~^~Color~^~2~^~13629~
~992~^~a~^~Wind~^~8~^~12392~
~246~^~c~^~Coat~^~0~^~13764~

(b)
#Release 0.4
#Copyright (c) 2015 SomeCompany.
#
Z10,,,HFJ,,,,,,
B12,,IZOY,AB_K9Z_DD_18,RED,,12,,,

(d)
this, is, a file,"
with a number of issues
that shows ""double quoting""
\"escaping\" and multi-line cells
",\, and has only one row!

(f )

Fig. 1 Illustration of some of the variations of real-world CSV files. See the main text for
a description of each of the files.

shows a variation that uses the caret symbol as delimiter and the tilde as quotation mark. Next, Figure 1(c) illustrates an ambiguous CSV file: each row is
surrounded with quotation marks, implying that the correct interpretation is a
single column of strings. However, if the quotation marks are stripped a table
appears where values are separated by the comma. Figure 1(d) illustrates a file
with comment lines, which are not supported by the CSV standard. Figure 1(e)
is adapted from Döhmen et al. (2017) and illustrates that different choices for
the delimiter can result in the same number of columns (the semicolon, space,
comma, and pound sign all yield three columns). Finally, Figure 1(f) illustrates
a number of issues simultaneously: quote escaping with an escape character
and using double quotes, delimiter escaping, and multi-line cells.
It may surprise the reader that we seem to claim that CSV parsing is
an open problem. However, as Figure 1 illustrates, there is a remakarble diversity of formatting parameters in CSV files, including different delimiters,
quoting characters, and so on — we call these parameters the dialect of a file.
Automatically detecting the dialect of a CSV file is a problem that has received little attention. Indeed, although almost every programming language
provides functionality for parsing CSV files, very few are robust against the
format variation of real-world files. To the best of our knowledge, Python is
the only programming language whose standard library supports automatic
dialect detection; however, our experiments show that this method fails to
detect the dialect in 36% of non-standard CSV files, and no other methods
exist that achieve higher accuracy. This means that in practice almost every file requires manual inspection before the data can be loaded, because it
may contain a non-standard format and could therefore be parsed incorrectly.
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While dialect detection is generally easy for a human analyst, it is nontrivial
to do so automatically because every dialect will yield some table (even if it
is incorrect) and it is not straightforward to define a function that identifies
the correct dialect reliably.
In this paper we present a method for automatically detecting the dialect
of a CSV file through a novel data consistency measure. With this measure we
can search the space of potential dialects for one that yields the most consistent
parsed data. By consistency here we consider primarily (a) the shape of the
parsed data, which we capture using an abstraction called row patterns, and
(b) the data type of the cells, such as integers or strings. This aims to capture
how a human analyst might identify the dialect: searching for a character that
results in regular row patterns and using knowledge of what real data “looks
like”. This data consistency measure is independent of the CSV problem, and
may be more broadly applicable as a way to quantify whether a data table has
a “natural shape” in other data wrangling and data cleaning problems.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present an overview of
related work on both table detection and CSV parsing. Next, Section 3 gives
a formal description of CSV dialect detection. Our proposed data consistency
measure is presented in Section 4. Results of a thorough comparison of our
method with the few existing alternatives are presented in Section 5. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2 Related Work
Only very few publications have paid any attention to the problem of CSV
parsing. Mitlöhner et al. (2016) explore a large collection of CSV files from
open data platforms of various governments and find significant variability in
the structure and format of CSV files, but do not present a novel CSV parser.
In recent work, Döhmen et al. (2017) present a so-called “multi-hypothesis”
parser for messy CSV files that constructs a tree of parsing configurations
and assigns a score to each based on heuristic metrics. The authors evaluate
the parser on 64 files with known ground truth from the UK open government
data portal. Our preliminary analysis showed that this parser is not very robust
against many variations of CSV files, possibly due to the small evaluation set
used in the paper. To address this issue we compare our proposed solution to
this method on a corpus of thousands of CSV files with ground truth.
A topic closely related to CSV parsing and dialect detection is extracting
tables from free text (e.g. emails, text files, etc.). Work on this topic includes
that of Ng et al. (1999), who locate tables based on various surface features.
Later work by Pinto et al. (2003) applies a similar strategy but uses conditional
random fields and expands the problem by identifying the semantic role of each
row in the table (i.e. header, data row, etc.). More recent work includes that
of Eberius et al. (2013) and Koci et al. (2016) on the DeExcelerator program
for extracting and annotating the semantic role of tables in Excel files. CSV
parsing differs from these approaches because CSV files have more structure
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than free text tables, but are less well-defined than Excel files. CSV files use
a specific character to delimit cells and can employ the quoting mechanism to
let cells span multiple lines and guard against delimiter collision. This explains
why these methods cannot be readily applied to CSV parsing.
More broadly, there is work on data wrangling that relates to importing
data. Fisher et al. (2008) present the PADS system for retrieving structured
data from ad-hoc sources such as log files. However, the authors explicitly
mention that CSV files are not a source of ad-hoc data. Moreover, the PADS
system may not be robust against features of real-world CSV files such as
comment sections and line breaks in quoted cells. Well-known work on data
wrangling that aims to reduce the time that human analysts spent on this
task is that of Kandel et al. (2011) with the Wrangler system. In follow-up
work, Guo et al. (2011) provide a method for automatically suggesting data
transformations to the analyst and introduce a “table suitability metric” that
quantifies how well a table corresponds to the relational format, also known
as tidy data (Wickham, 2014). Although CSV files are not considered in these
works, we evaluate the table suitability metric from Guo et al. (2011) for CSV
dialect detection.
Finally, it is worth mentioning efforts that aim to solve the problem of CSV
parsing by proposing extensions or variations on the CSV format. A study on
the use and future of CSV files on the web was performed by a working group
of the World Wide Web Consortium (Tennison, 2016). The group proposed
to provide metadata about a CSV file through an accompanying JSON4 description file (Tennison and Kellogg, 2015; Frictionless Data, 2017). While this
recommendation could certainly address some of the issues of CSV parsing,
it requires users to specify and maintain a secondary file besides the CSV file
itself. Moreover, it does not address the issues of the many existing messy
CSV files. Alternatives such as the CSVY format (Rovegno and Fenner, 2015)
propose to add a YAML5 header with metadata. While this does combine the
metadata and tabular data in a single file, it requires the user to adopt special
tools, which may limit the adoption of these formats.

3 Problem Statement
We start by reiterating commonly used definitions for tabular data. Consider
attributes A` for ` = 1, . . . , L, each with a corresponding domain V` (Codd,
1970). The domain V` is the set of allowed values for the attribute, e.g. the set
of all floating point numbers. A tuple ti is an ordered sequence of values from
the domains, i.e.
ti ∈ V1 × V2 × · · · × VL .
(1)
Next, we define a table as an array of tuples, i.e. T = [t1 , . . . , tn ]. Note that a
table is more appropriate to describe the rows in a CSV file than a relation,
4
5

JavaScript Object Notation (Crockford, 2006).
YAML Ain’t Markup Language (Evans, 2001).
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because a relation is a set of tuples whereas a table allows for duplicate tuples
and captures the order of tuples.
Unfortunately the above definitions are insufficient to capture all real-world
uses of CSV files because files can contain multiple tables (e.g. when exported
from spreadsheets). Thus a CSV file can contain tables T1 , . . . , TS where the
attributes and data domains of the table Ts depend on s. This generalization
also allows for headers and comment lines by considering these to be separate
tables in the CSV file. In the next paragraph we focus on files with a single table
to simplify the presentation, but our description generalizes straightforwardly
to files with multiple tables.
A table T is transformed to a CSV file x by a formatter. The formatter f
can be decomposed into two components as f = f2 ◦ f1 . The first component
f1 takes the table T = [t1 , . . . , tn ], with data domains V` , and outputs a table
C = [c1 , . . . , cn ] where the domain for all attributes is that of strings.6 This
function thus includes the conversion of numeric values to their string representation and is therefore not perfectly invertible in general. Subsequently, the
second component f2 of the formatter converts the string table C to a CSV
file x. This function takes parameters such as the delimiter and the quote
character that affect how the string tuples ci in C are converted to the lines
of the CSV file. These parameters are typically referred to as the dialect of
the CSV file, and we denote these by θ. We assume that θ contains all of
the configuration parameters required by the formatter, so that given θ and
a table T, the output of the formatter is deterministic. Therefore, we denote
the formatter by a function f2 (f1 (T), θ).
In this work we consider a dialect of three components: the delimiter (θd ),
the quote character (θq ), and the escape character (θe ). The delimiter is used
to separate the elements of the string tuples ci , the quote character surrounds
certain elements, and the escape character can be used to signal that certain
delimiter or quote characters should not be interpreted. Each of these components can be absent in a CSV file, in which case we denote them by ε (the
empty string). Our approach could easily be extended to include other formatting parameters, such as the presence of a comment character or the use of a
specific line terminator. Moreover, some formatters contain additional parameters, such as those that control the rules for when a cell should be quoted or
not, but we do not consider these in our dialect detection approach as they
are not needed when parsing a file. We can now present dialect detection as
the inverse problem of recovering the dialect θ from an observed CSV file.
Definition 1 (Dialect Detection) Let x be a CSV file created by a formatter f = f2 ◦ f1 using a dialect θ = (θd , θq , θe ) for f2 , that contains tables
T1 , . . . , TS with S ≥ 1. Then dialect detection is the problem of identifying θ
from x.
6 Formally, f decomposes to a set of functions for each data domain, g : V → Σ ∗ ,
1
`
`
where Σ ∗ is the set of all strings, i.e. the Kleene closure of an alphabet Σ (Kleene, 1956).
This process is also known as type casting.
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In general, this problem is difficult to solve automatically. First, both f1
and f2 are typically unknown, which means that x is the only information
available. Second, as Figure 1(e) illustrates, detecting the correct dialect requires knowledge of what the data represents to properly disambiguate potential dialects. This is easy for a human familiar with representations of data,
but, informally, it is difficult for a computer since the CSV file is simply a
sequence of characters and there is no automatic way to verify that a given
dialect correctly parses a CSV file (every dialect yields some table). Third, any
file with a somewhat regular pattern of symbols can be claimed to be a CSV
file, even if its contents are not human-readable. This means that theoretically
the search space of potential dialects is of the order |X |3 where X is the set of
unique characters in the file.

4 A Consistency Measure for Dialect Detection
Given the problem of dialect detection defined above, the goal is to find a way
to identify whether a given dialect is correct. We propose that a CSV file is
parsed with a correct dialect rather than an incorrect one when the resulting
tuples appear more consistent. Our notion of consistency is modelled on the
approach a human would take to determine the correct dialect, i.e. searching
for a dialect that would result in rows of similar length and using knowledge of
what real data “looks like”. Hence, we develop a consistency measure for dialect
detection based on two components: a measure for row length consistency
called the pattern score, and a measure for type consistency called the type
score.
In the following, we define both of these components and their combination
in the complete data consistency measure. Furthermore, we explain how to
construct and prune the search space of potential dialects, address the issue of
tie breaking among equally consistent dialects, and present the computational
complexity of our method. We refer to Figure 2 as a running example that
illustrates the different components of the data consistency measure.
4.1 Pattern Score
The pattern score is the main driver of the data consistency measure. It is
based on the observation that because CSV files generally contain data tables,
we expect to find consistent row lengths when we parse the file with the correct
dialect. The number of cells in each parsed row, and the consistency of that
number throughout the file, is therefore indicative of the correctness of the
dialect. Recall that the CSV file x is created from the string table C using
b denote the parsing result when
the dialect θ through x = f2 (C, θ). Let C
b (i.e. the
the CSV file is parsed using dialect θ̂ and denote the elements of C
tuples in the table) by ĉi . Furthermore, let ĉi,j be the elements of tuple ĉi for
j = 1, . . . , Li and i = 1, . . . , n.
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7,5; Mon, Jan 12;6,40
100; Fri, Mar 21;8,23
8,2; Thu, Sep 17;2,71
538,0;;7,26
"N/A"; Wed, Oct 4;6,93
θ̂ 1 = (,, ε, ε)
7
100; Fri
8
538
"N/A"; Wed

5; Mon
Mar 21;8
2; Thu
0;;7
Oct 4;6

Patterns:
CDCDCDC
CDCDC
CDCDCDC
CDCDC
CDCDC

P (x, θ̂ 1 ) =

1
2


2·

3
3+1

+3·

Jan 12;6
23
Sep 17;2
26
93

Types:
1 0 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
1 0 1
0 0 1

2
2+1



=

7
4

T (x, θ̂ 1 ) =

Q(x, θ̂ 1 ) = 0.8235

θ̂ 3 = (;, ", ε)

θ̂ 2 = (;, ε, ε)
40
71

1
1

8
17

7,5
100
8,2
538,0
"N/A"

Mon, Jan 12
Fri, Mar 21
Thu, Sep 17
Wed, Oct 4

Patterns:
CDCDC
CDCDC
CDCDC
CDCDC
CDCDC

P (x, θ̂ 2 ) = 5 ·

2
2+1

6,40
8,23
2,71
7,26
6,93

Types:
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 1 1
0 0 1

=

10
3

T (x, θ̂ 2 ) =

Q(x, θ̂ 2 ) = 2.2222

7,5
100
8,2
538,0
N/A

Mon, Jan 12
Fri, Mar 21
Thu, Sep 17
Wed, Oct 4

Patterns:
CDCDC
CDCDC
CDCDC
CDCDC
CDCDC

10
15

P (x, θ̂ 2 ) = 5 ·

2
2+1

6,40
8,23
2,71
7,26
6,93

Types:
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 1 1
1 0 1

=

10
3

T (x, θ̂ 3 ) =

11
15

Q(x, θ̂ 3 ) = 2.4444

Fig. 2 Illustration of the data consistency measure for different dialects on a constructed
example. The figure shows how different dialects can result in different row patterns and
pattern scores, as well as different type scores. The difference between θ̂2 and θ̂3 is due to
the fact that the string N/A belongs to a known type, but the string "N/A" does not.

We define a row pattern as a sequence of characters from the alphabet
{C, D, Q} where C denotes a cell, D denotes the delimiter, and Q denotes a quote
character. Each tuple ĉi has a corresponding row pattern that is constructed
iteratively by adding the letter C to the row pattern for every element ĉi,j
in ĉi and adding the letter D after each cell except the last one (D reflects
the delimiter).7 A symmetrically quoted cell (e.g. "a") also adds C to the row
pattern as this is a regular cell, but for an asymmetrically quoted cell (e.g. a"b)
the sequence CQC is added. This can happen when the quote character of a
dialect occurs an odd number of times in the file and can be an indication
that a potential dialect is incorrect. Thus the row pattern can be seen as a
“signature” of the row: it reflects the order of cells and delimiters as well as
the presence of spurious quote characters. Refer to Figure 2 for examples of
row patterns constructed from parsing results for different dialects.
Note that a CSV file with only one table will have a single unique row
pattern if the correct dialect is used for parsing the file. We denote by P the
set of unique row patterns, with K = |P|. Let Nk be the number of tuples ĉi
b that yield row pattern p̂k ∈ P. Furthermore, for each row pattern p̂k ∈ P
in C
we compute its length Mk as the number of delimiters D in p̂k . Then, we define
the pattern score as
K
1 X
Mk
P (x, θ̂) =
Nk
.
(2)
K
Mk + 1
k=1

7

This is a slight simplification of how the row patterns are constructed. For the full
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The pattern score is designed to favor row patterns that occur often and those
that are long, while also favoring a smaller number of unique row patterns.
When the correct dialect is chosen we expect to observe fewer unique row
patterns that occur frequently in the file. Additionally, the ratio of the pattern length favors longer row patterns, which indicate a regular occurrence of
delimiters and cells, over shorter patterns, which may indicate an incorrectly
chosen delimiter. Notice how in Figure 2 the correct dialect yields a single row
pattern throughout the file.
While this function works well for CSV files that contain tables, it gives
a value of 0 when the entire file is a single column of data. To handle these
files in practice, we replace the numerator by max{α, Mk } where α is a small
constant. This constant must be chosen such that single-column CSV files are
detected correctly, while avoiding false positive results that assume regular
CSV files are a single column of messy data. It was found empirically that
α = 10−3 achieves this goal well.

4.2 Type Score
While the pattern score is the main component of the data consistency measure, Figure 2 shows that the type score is essential to obtaining state-of-theart results. The goal of the type score is to act as a proxy for understanding
what the cells of the file represent, thus capturing whether a dialect yields cells
that “look like real data”. To do this, the type score measures the proportion
of cells in the parsed file that can be matched to a known data type.
The type score is based on a function h that takes a string as input and
returns 1 if the string holds data from a known data type and 0 otherwise. The
following types are considered known data types: empty strings, URLs, email
addresses, numbers in various formats, times, percentages, currency values,
alphanumeric strings, NaN values, dates, and combined date and time (see
Appendix A for detailed descriptions). The function h is implemented using
regular expression tests for each of these types and the tests are designed to be
mutually exclusive. Then, the type score is defined as the proportion of cells
in the parsing result with a known data type, that is,
T (x, θ̂) =

n Li
1 XX
h(ĉi,j ),
Z i=1 j=1

(3)

P
b Note that in Figure 2 the
where Z = i Li is the total number of cells in C.
type score allows differentiating between two potential dialects that receive
the same pattern score.

description see Appendix B.2.
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4.3 Potential Dialects
We optimize the data consistency measure by computing it for each dialect in
a set of potential dialects. As mentioned in Section 3 the theoretical number
3
of potential dialects for a CSV file x with X unique characters is |X | . It
is important to prune this search space to reduce the computation time and
to increase the accuracy of our method. Let D, Q, and E denote the set of
potential delimiters, quote characters, and escape characters, respectively. The
set of potential dialects Θx is the product set of these three sets, pruned in two
different ways to reduce its size (described below). As a preprocessing step to
constructing Θx all URLs in the file are removed to eliminate characters that
only occur in URLs (e.g. : and /).
It is unnecessary to consider all characters in X as potential delimiters
D, since letters and numbers are not typically used as delimiters. The Unicode category of a character can be used to apply this reasoning in a way
that is portable to files in different languages and encodings (The Unicode
Consortium, 2018). All characters whose major Unicode category is Letter or
Number are not considered as delimiters. Furthermore, open and close brackets
(categories Ps and Pe) as well as control characters (categories Cc and Co) are
not considered as delimiters. For the latter category we make an exception
for the Tab character (\t). Finally, we eliminate four characters from D that
are extremely unlikely to be delimiters, i.e. {., /, ', "}, and we add the empty
string ε to detect single-column CSV files.
The set of quote characters Q is
Q = ({', ", ~} ∩ X ) ∪ {ε}.

(4)

This means that we consider the apostrophe, quotation mark, and tilde as
quote character if they occur at least once in the file, and add the empty string
ε for files without quote characters. For the set of escape characters, E, we again
use the Unicode category and allow characters from the “Punctuation, Other”
(Po) category, but remove some common characters that fall in this category,
and add the empty string, thus
E = ({x ∈ X : cat(x) = Po} ∪ {ε}) \ {!, ?, ", ', ., ,, ;, :, %, *, &, #},

(5)

with cat(x) returning the Unicode category of a character x. The sets of
blocked delimiters, included quote characters, and removed escape characters
are considered features of our method and an implementation in software may
choose different sets or allow the user to modify them.
To further prune the set of potential dialects Θx = D × Q × E we use two
strategies. First, dialects where the escape character θe never precedes either
the delimiter θd or the quote character θq are removed from consideration.
Second, dialects where the delimiter θd always falls inside quoted segments do
not need to be considered as these are equivalent to the dialect with the same
θq and θe where the delimiter is the empty string. The effect of this careful
construction of Θx is that empirically we find that |Θx | ≈ 0.2 |X | on average,
3
as opposed to the theoretical |X | .
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4.4 Data Consistency Measure
The complete data consistency measure for the CSV file x and a potential
dialect θ̂ is defined as the product of the pattern score and the type score
Q(x, θ̂) = P (x, θ̂) · T (x, θ̂),

(6)

and the dialect is selected through search over the set of potential dialects Θx
θ ∗ = arg max Q(x, θ̂).

(7)

θ̂∈Θx

There are two minor caveats to this search procedure, both caused by the fact
that the type score is necessarily imperfect. Because it is not feasible to capture
all possible types of data in the type score, the situation can arise where the
type score returns a value of 0 for a potential dialect. When this happens for
two dialects, it is desirable to use the pattern score to decide between the two.
Thus, in our implementation we use max{β, T (x, θ̂)} instead, with β = 10−10
a small constant.
Additionally, the data consistency measure can be the same for multiple
dialects. In some cases these ties can be broken reliably based on the parsing
result for each dialect. For example, if the same consistency score is obtained
for two dialects that only differ in the quote character and where the quote
character is ε for one dialect, then this tie can be broken by checking if the
parsing result is the same for both dialects. If it is, then the quote character
has no effect and the correct dialect is the one where the quote character is ε.
Similar tie-breaking rules can be formulated for the delimiter and the escape
character. If it is not possible to break the tie reliably, our method returns
no result. In a practical setting, this is preferred over returning an incorrect
result.
Finally, the computational complexity of our method can be quantified
as follows. Constructing the set of potential dialects requires the construction of D, Q, and E, each of which can be done in O(|X |) time. The two
pruning strategies for removing unnecessary escape characters and delimiters
have O(|x| |D| |Q|) and O(|x| |D| |Q| |E|) complexity, respectively. This yields
3
an O(|X | + |x| |D| |Q| |E|) = O(|x| |X | ) worst-case complexity for constructing Θx . Computing the data consistency measure for each θ̂ ∈ Θx requires
the construction of the row patterns and the computation of the pattern score
(both O(|x|) operations) as well the computation of the type score, which requires parsing the file and checking the data type for each cell, an O(|x| |T |)
operation with T the set of data types considered. Combining the above yields
3
3
a worst-case complexity of O(|x| |X | + |x| |T | |Θx |) = O(|x| |T | |X | ) for our
method. However, as mentioned above |Θ|x ≈ 0.2 |X | in practice, so the realistic runtime will be on the order of |x| |T | |X |. Furthermore, we can speed
up the search procedure in an implementation of our method by keeping track
of the maximum value of the data consistency measure, Qmax , and skipping
the computation of the type score for a dialect θ̂ with P (x, θ̂) < Qmax , since
T (x, θ̂) ∈ [0, 1] and therefore such a dialect will not improve Qmax .
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5 Experiments
In this section we present the results of an extensive comparison study performed to evaluate our proposed method and existing alternatives. Since variability in CSV files is quite high and the number of potential CSV issues is
large, an extensive study is necessary to thoroughly evaluate the robustness of
each method. Moreover, since different groups of users apply different formats,
it is important to consider more than one source of CSV files. In this section
we present the details of two corpora of CSV files, describe how ground truth
was obtained, and give brief descriptions of existing methods. Subsequently
we present results of the comparison study that evaluates detection accuracy,
runtime, and failure modes of the methods.
The method presented above was created using a development set of CSV
files from two different corpora.8 The experimental results below are based on
an independent test set that was unknown to the authors during the development of the method. This split aims to avoid overfitting and provide a proper
estimate of the accuracy of our method. To make our work transparent and
reproducible, we release the full code and data set annotations through an
online repository.9

5.1 Data
Data was collected from two sources: the UK government’s open data portal
(UKdata; data.gov.uk) and GitHub (github.com). These represent different
groups of users (government employees vs. programmers) and we expect to
find differences in both the format and the type of content of the CSV files.
The CSV files in these corpora are considered to be representative for CSV
files encountered in the real-world: data scientists often work with open data
sources similar to the UKdata corpus, and often share data on platforms such
as Github.com. Moreover, Github is considered a good source of messy CSV
files, as the service places no restrictions on the format of CSV files that can
be uploaded. Data was collected by web scraping in the period of May/June
2018. A development set was randomly sampled, with 3776 files from UKdata
and 4536 files from GitHub. These were used to develop and fine-tune the
consistency measure presented above, and in particular were used to develop
the type detection engine.
An independent test set was sampled with 5000 files from each source. During development we noticed that the GitHub corpus often contained multiple
files from the same code repository. Because these files usually have the same
structure and dialect, they decrease the variability in the data. Therefore, a
8 We refer to a “development set” instead of the more commonly used term “training set”
because there is no explicit training of parameters in our method.
9 See: https://github.com/alan-turing-institute/CSV_Wrangling. A reference implementation of our method is available at: https://github.com/alan-turing-institute/
CleverCSV.
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limit of one CSV file per GitHub repository was put in place for the test set.
Thus we expect that the test set has greater variability and difficulty than
the development set. Furthermore, repositories that were used for the development set were not used for the test set, ensuring independence between the
two. Unfortunately a similar restriction could not be placed on the files from
the UK data portal. It is worth emphasizing that the test set was not used in
any way during the development of the method.
5.2 Ground Truth
To evaluate the detection method, ground truth for the dialect of the CSV
files is needed. This was created through both automated and manual ways.
The automated method is based on very strict functional tests that allow
only simple CSV files with elementary cell contents. These automatic tests are
sufficient to accurately determine the dialect of about a third of the CSV files,
the remaining files were labelled manually. Files that could not reasonably be
considered CSV files were removed from the test set (i.e. HTML, XML, or
JSON files, or text files without tabular data). The same holds for files for
which no objective ground truth could be established, such as files formatted
similarly to the example in Figure 1(c). After filtering out these cases the
test set contained 4386 files from GitHub.com and 4969 files from the UK
government open data portal.
5.3 Alternatives
Since the dialect detection problem has not received much consideration in the
literature, there are only a few alternative methods to compare to. We briefly
present them here.
5.3.1 Python Sniffer
Python’s built-in CSV module contains a so-called “Dialect Sniffer” that automatically detects the dialect of the file.10 There are two methods used to detect
the dialect. The first method is used when quote characters are present in the
file and counts adjacent occurrence of a quote character and another character
(the potential delimiter) and selects the pair that occurs most frequently. The
second method is used when there are no quote characters in the file. In this
case a frequency table is constructed that indicates how often a potential delimiter occurs and in how many rows (i.e. comma occurred x times in y rows).
The character that most often matches the expected frequency is considered
the delimiter, and a fallback list of preferred delimiters is used when a tie
occurs. The method also tries to detect whether or not double quoting is used
10 The dialect sniffer was developed by Clifford Wells for his Python-DSV package (Wells,
2002) and was incorporated into Python version 2.3.
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within cells using a regular expression. During our research we found that this
regular expression can run into “catastrophic backtracking” for certain CSV
files. Therefore we place a timeout of two minutes on this detection method
(normal operation never takes this long, so this restriction only captures this
specific failure case). This method also detects when whitespace following the
delimiter can be stripped. We do not include this in our method because the
CSV specification states, “Spaces are considered part of a field and should not
be ignored” (Shafranovich, 2005).
5.3.2 HypoParsr
HypoParsr (Döhmen et al., 2017) is the first dedicated CSV parser that takes
the problem of dialect detection and messy CSV files into account.11 The
method uses a hierarchy of possible parser configurations and a set of heuristics
to try to determine which configuration gives the best result. Unfortunately
it is not possible to use the HypoParsr package to detect the dialect without
running the full search that also includes header, table, and data type detection. Therefore, we run the complete program and extract the dialect from the
outcome. However, this means that both the running time and any potential
failure of the method are affected by subsequent parsing steps. This should be
kept in mind when reviewing the results. As the method can be quite slow,
we add a timeout of 10 minutes per file. Finally, the quote character in the
dialect is not always reported faithfully in the final parsing result, since the
underlying parser can strip quote characters automatically. We developed our
own method to check what quote character was actually used during parsing.
5.3.3 Wrangler Suitability Score
In Guo et al. (2011) a table suitability metric is presented that balances consistency of cell types against the number of empty cells and cells with potential
delimiters in them. We call this method “Suitability” in the tables. This can
be used to detect the dialect of CSV files by selecting the dialect that does
best on this metric. The suitability metric uses the concept of column type
homogeneity, i.e. the sum of squares of the proportions of each data type in a
column. Since the exact type detection method used in the paper is not available, we use our type detection method instead. The set of potential dialects
is constructed in the same way as for our method, with the exception that the
list of potential delimiters from Guo et al. (2011) is used, i.e. D = {,, :, |, \t},
and pruning of the search space is not applied as this is considered a feature
of our method.

11 An R package for HypoParsr exists, but this was removed from the R package repository.
We nonetheless include the method in our experiments using the last available version.
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Proposed
Property

HypoParsr

Sniffer

Suitability

Pattern

Type

No Tie

Full

87.48
82.90
87.96
80.60

86.82
92.36
94.37
85.45

65.41
44.60
74.85
38.19

92.61
95.23
97.95
90.99

88.33
90.10
96.26
83.61

91.38
93.80
95.44
90.61

94.92
97.36
99.25
93.75

Delimiter
Quotechar
Escapechar
Overall

(a) GitHub corpus
Proposed
Property

HypoParsr

Sniffer

Suitability

Pattern

Type

No Tie

Full

97.97
90.56
98.05
90.44

91.89
92.21
98.79
90.84

80.20
26.34
82.61
25.32

99.70
99.46
100.00
99.40

93.80
89.56
97.67
87.18

99.26
99.13
99.42
99.11

99.82
99.70
99.98
99.68

Delimiter
Quotechar
Escapechar
Overall

(b) UKdata corpus
Table 1 Accuracy (in %) of dialect detection for different methods on both corpora. Failure of a detection method is interpreted as an incorrect detection. “Pattern” and “Type”
respectively indicate detection using only the pattern score or only the type score. “No Tie”
indicates our method without tie-breaking.

5.3.4 Variations
In addition to our complete data consistency measure, we also consider variations to investigate the effect of each component. Thus, we include a method
that only uses the pattern score and one that only uses the type score. We
also include a variation that does not use tie-breaking.
5.4 Results
The methods are evaluated on the accuracy of the full dialect as well as on the
accuracy of each component of the dialect. The performance on non-standard
(messy) CSV files is evaluated as well as the runtime of each method. Finally,
we investigate the failure cases of the methods.
5.4.1 Detection Accuracy
The accuracy of dialect detection is shown in Tables 1(a) and 1(b) respectively
for the GitHub and UKdata corpora. We see that for both corpora and for
all properties our full data consistency method outperforms all alternatives,
with an exception for detecting the escape character in the UKdata corpus,
where the pattern-only score function yields a marginally higher accuracy. It
is furthermore apparent that the GitHub corpus of CSV files is more difficult
than the UKdata corpus. This is reflected in the number of dialects observed
in these corpora: 8 different dialects were found in the UKdata corpus vs.
33 in the GitHub corpus. We postulate that this difference is due to the na-
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Proposed

Standard (3502)
Messy (884)
Total (4386)

HypoParsr

Sniffer

Suitability

Pattern

Type

No Tie

Full

85.75
60.18
80.60

90.89
63.91
85.45

44.12
14.71
38.19

93.15
82.47
90.99

86.26
73.08
83.61

93.46
79.30
90.61

95.80
85.63
93.75

(a) GitHub corpus
Proposed

Standard (4938)
Messy (31)
Total (4969)

HypoParsr

Sniffer

Suitability

Pattern

Type

No Tie

Full

90.46
87.10
90.44

90.91
80.65
90.84

25.05
67.74
25.32

99.43
93.55
99.40

87.30
67.74
87.18

99.15
93.55
99.11

99.72
93.55
99.68

(b) UKdata corpus
Table 2 Accuracy (in %) of dialect detection for different methods on both corpora separated by standard and messy CSV files. The numbers in parentheses represent the number of
files in each category. Failure of a detection method is interpreted as an incorrect detection.

ture of the creators of these files. CSV files from the UK government open
data portal are often created using spreadsheet applications and are therefore
more likely to adhere to the CSV format (Shafranovich, 2005). On the other
hand, the creators of files in the GitHub corpus are more likely to use nonstandard or custom-made tools for creating CSV files and may therefore use
different formatting conventions. Even though the files in the UKdata corpus
can be considered more “regular” our method achieves a considerable increase
in detection accuracy over standard approaches. The low accuracy of the table
suitability metric from (Guo et al., 2011) shows that this is not an appropriate
way to detect the dialect of CSV files.
The pattern score is almost as good as the full consistency measure, which
confirms our earlier statement that it is the main driver of the method. However it is clear that the type score brings further improvement of the accuracy
and that the type score alone does not suffice to accurately detect the dialect.
The variant of our method that does not use tie-breaking yields a lower overall
accuracy on both corpora, indicating the benefit of tie-breaking in our method.
5.4.2 Messy CSV Files
By separating the files into those that follow the CSV standard and those
that do not, we can further illustrate how our method improves over existing
methods. Files are considered “standard” when they use the comma as the
delimiter, use either no quotes or the quotation mark as the quote character,
and do not use an escape character (Shafranovich, 2005). Table 2 shows the
accuracy of dialect detection for standard and non-standard (messy) files. Our
method improves over existing methods on both types of files and achieves an
average improvement on messy files of 21.4% over the Python Sniffer.
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Runtime (s)

104
102
100
10−2
10−4
10−6

GitHub
UKdata
HypoParsr

Sniffer

Suitability

Pattern

Type

No Tie

Full

Fig. 3 Runtime violin plots for both corpora. The whiskers show the minimum and maximum values and the dashed lines show the median. See the note on HypoParsr in the main
text.

5.4.3 Runtime
Figure 3 shows violin plots of the runtime for each method for both corpora.
Although HypoParsr is the slowest detection method, this is not completely
accurate because the reported runtime is the time needed for the entire parsing process instead of only the dialect detection. The Python dialect sniffer
is the fastest method, which can most likely be attributed to its simplicity in
comparison to the other methods. Finally, all variations of our method have
similar runtime characteristics and slightly outperform the Wrangler suitability metric. We note that our method has not been explicitly optimised for
speed, and there are implementation improvements that can be made in this
respect. However, the mean of the computation time for our method lies well
below one second, which is acceptable in practice.
5.4.4 Failure
Table 3 investigates the failure cases of the methods and shows the percentage of files where no result was obtained and where an incorrect result was
obtained. Note that a method can return no result due to a timeout or an
exception in the code (for the Python Sniffer or HypoParsr), or due to a tie
in the scoring measure (for the Wrangler suitability metric or our method).
When the correct dialect can not be detected, it is more desirable in practice
to return no result than to return an incorrect result, as the former gives a
signal that user intervention is needed whereas the latter does not. The table
shows that compared to existing methods the proposed method has the smallest proportion of files in both failure cases. However, the proportion of files
where an incorrect result is returned is nonzero and future work may focus on
addressing this issue.
As Table 1(a) shows, an incorrect detection in our method occurs mostly
due to an incorrect detection of the delimiter. Analysing these failure cases
in more detail reveals that an incorrect detection occurred mostly because
our method predicted the space instead of the comma as the delimiter, due
to regular patterns of whitespace occurring in text cells. Other files had the
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Proposed

No Result
Incorrect
Correct

HypoParsr

Sniffer

Suitability

Pattern

Type

No Tie

Full

10.12
9.28
80.60

4.90
9.64
85.45

22.96
38.85
38.19

1.69
7.32
90.99

1.30
15.09
83.61

4.24
5.15
90.61

0.30
5.95
93.75

(a) GitHub corpus
Proposed

No Result
Incorrect
Correct

HypoParsr

Sniffer

Suitability

Pattern

Type

No Tie

Full

1.85
7.71
90.44

1.21
7.95
90.84

16.72
57.96
25.32

0.00
0.60
99.40

0.04
12.78
87.18

0.56
0.32
99.11

0.00
0.32
99.68

(b) UKdata corpus
Table 3 Percentage of files where the methods returned no result, an incorrect result, or
the correct result for dialect detection. In practice it is preferable to return no result instead
of an incorrect result to signal the need for user intervention.

comma as the true delimiter, but had only one column of data. In these cases
the true comma delimiter could be deduced by the human annotator from a
header or because certain cells that contained the comma were quoted, but
this type of reasoning is not captured by the data consistency measure. In
other failure cases the pattern score predicted the correct delimiter, but the
type score gave a low value, resulting in a low value of the data consistency
measure. Some of these failure cases can certainly be addressed by improving
the type detection procedure.

6 Discussion
A major challenge for today’s data scientists is the inordinate amount of time
spent on preparing data for analysis. One of the difficulties they face is importing data from messy CSV files that usually require manual inspection and
reformatting before the data can be loaded from the file. In this paper we
have presented a method for automatic dialect detection of CSV files that
achieves high accuracy on a large corpus of real-world examples, and considerably improves on the state of the art for messy CSV files. This represents
an important step toward automatically loading structured tabular data from
messy sources. Thus, there is significant potential for implementation of our
method in various software packages and programming languages, and it could
benefit existing tools for data wrangling such as FlashExtract (Le and Gulwani, 2014), Trifacta/Wrangler (Kandel et al., 2011), and Wrattler (Petricek
et al., 2018). This will enable data scientists to spend less time on mundane
data wrangling issues and more time on extracting valuable knowledge from
their data.
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The proposed data consistency measure is inspired by the way a human
analyst would solve dialect detection. The consistency measure emphasizes a
regular pattern of cells in the rows and favors dialects that yield a greater
proportion of cells with identifiable data types. While we apply the consistency measure only to CSV dialect detection in this paper, it is likely to have
applications outside this domain. For instance, it could be used for identifying
unstructured tables in HTML documents or free text, or for locating the tables
within CSV or spreadsheet files. The idea of mimicking the approach that a
human takes could be used for other problems in data wrangling. Finally, our
framework of a formatter that converts tabular data to a file using a vector of
parameters can be applied to other data formats (e.g. binary files).
Although our method achieves high detection accuracy on both datasets,
it does not achieve perfect accuracy on messy CSV files. On these files we
improve the state of the art by 21.4%, but our method fails to accurately
detect the dialect on 14% of messy files. This is indicative of the difficulty of
the dialect detection task: the many variations of CSV files make it hard to
develop a method that works well in general. A weakness of our method is
that it can fail when a CSV file contains many cells of an unknown type, or
when an incorrect dialect yields a comparable pattern score but a higher type
score than the correct dialect. Since the type detection associates a known
type with only 91.6% of cells on average, some of the failures of our method
can be addressed by expanding the set of data types. For example, fields with
a list of numbers surrounded by [ and ] can confuse the type detection when
the comma is used within this list, as do columns of MAC addresses due
to the presence of the : character. Moreover, single-column files can cause
confusion, especially when the column consists of natural text that includes
spaces. This could be addressed by designing a pre-test based only on the type
score that specifically identifies single-column files. Finally, single-row files
are often misidentified due to the presence of multiple potential delimiters
and the lack of sufficient information for the pattern score. These cases are
straightforward to detect and refer back to the user for manual inspection. We
consider these improvements topics for future research.
Another topic for future research is the further pruning of the set of potential dialects to remove false positives. One possibility would be to use cooccurrence of characters similar to the Python Sniffer method to eliminate
incorrect dialects. This was not included in the current work because the cooccurrence method of Sniffer often fails. Several opportunities exist for speeding up our method, including pruning the search space of parameters more
agressively, and simplifying the type detection method.
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A Data Type Detection
As mentioned in the main text, we use a regular expression based type detection engine.
Below is a brief overview of the different types that we consider and the detection method
we use for that type. The order of the types corresponds to the order in which we evaluate
the type tests, and we stop when a matching type is found. The complete code is available
in an online repository.12

Empty Strings
Empty strings are considered a known type.

URLs and Email Addresses
For this we use two separate regular expressions.

Numbers
We consider two different regular expressions for numbers. First, we consider numbers that
use “digit grouping”, i.e. numbers that use a period or comma to separate groups of thousands. In this case we allow numbers with a comma or period as thousands separator and
allow for using a comma or period as radix point, respectively. Numbers in this form can
not have E-notation, but can have a leading sign symbol. The second regular expression
captures the numbers that do not use digit grouping. These numbers can have a leading
sign symbol (+ or -), use a comma or period as radix point, and can use E-notation (i.e.
123e10). The exponent in the E-notation can have a sign symbol as well.

Time
Times are allowed in HH:MM:SS, HH:MM, and H:MM format. The AM/PM quantifiers are not
included.

Percentage
This corresponds to a number combined with the % symbol.
12

See: https://github.com/alan-turing-institute/CSV_Wrangling.
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Currency
A currency value is a number preceded by a symbol from the Unicode Sc category (The
Unicode Consortium, 2018).

Alphanumeric
An alphanumeric string can follow two alternatives. The first alternative consists of first
one or more number characters, then one or more letter characters, and then zero or more
numbers, letters, or special characters. An example of this is the string 3 degrees. The
second alternative first has one or more letter characters and then allows for zero or more
numbers, letters, or special characters. An example of this is the string NW1 2DB. In both
alternatives the allowed special characters are space, period, exclamation and question mark,
and parentheses, including their international variants.

N/A
While nan or NaN are accepted in the alphanumeric test, we add here a separate test that
considers n/a and N/A.

Dates
Dates are strings that are not numbers and that belong to one of forty different date formats.
These date formats allow for the formats (YY)YYx(M)Mx(D)D, (D)Dx(M)Mx(YY)YY,
(M)Mx(D)Dx(YY)YY where x is a separator (dash, period, or space) and parts within parentheses can optionally be omitted. Additionally, the Chinese/Japanese date format and the
Korean date format are included.

Combined date and time
These are formats for joint date and time descriptions. For these formats we consider
<date> <time> and <date>T<time> as well as those with a time zone offset appended.

B Algorithm Details
B.1 Parser
The code we use for our CSV parser borrows heavily from the CSV parser in the Python
standard library, but differs in a few small but significant ways. First, our parser only
interprets the escape character if it proceeds the delimiter, quote character, or itself. In any
other case the escape character serves no purpose and is treated as any other character and
is not dropped. Second, our parser only strips quotes from cells if they surround the entire
cell, not if they occur within cells. This makes the parser more robust against misspecified
quote characters. Finally, when we are in a quoted cell we automatically detect double
quoting by looking ahead whenever we detect a quote, and checking if the next character is
also a quote character. This enables us to drop double quoting from our dialect and only
marginally affects the complexity of the code.
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B.2 Row Patterns
The full description of how row patterns are constructed is as follows:
1. Create an empty string s.
2. Iterate over the characters of the CSV file x,
(a) If the character is a carriage return or newline, append R to s.
(b) If the character is the delimiter θd , append D to s.
(c) If the character is the quote character θq , append Q to s.
(d) If the character is the escape character θe , treat the next character as a normal
character if it is the delimiter, quote character, or escape character and append C
to s. If is not such a character, append CC.
(e) For any other character, append C to s.
3. Iterate over the characters of the string s,
(a) If the character is Q, mark the current position as the start or end of a quoted
segment unless the next character is also Q (i.e. double quotes).
(b) Replace all quoted segments by C.
4. Fill in empty cells by:
(a) Replacing all occurrences of DD in s by DCD.
(b) Replacing all occurrences of DR in s by DCR.
(c) Replacing all occurrences of RD in s by RCD.
(d) Inserting C at the start of s if it begins with D.
(e) Appending C at the end of s if it ends with D.
5. Reduce consecutive occurrences of C to a single C.
6. Strip a trailing R from s if present.
7. Split s on R. The resulting substrings are the row patterns.

